SPECULUM
New York City, New York Public Library, Prints and Drawings
Collection (MEBF +++)
Vatican City, Biblioteca Vaticana, Cicognara collection (XI,3886):
VD. 2/28?

a. Lnjm'pmod
Erlangen, Universitatsbibliothek (Appendix 1.a)
Darrnstadt, Hofbibliothek (Appendix 2.a)
Dresden, Kupferstichkabiiett, n 2 / 3 (Appendix 2.c)
Munich, Staatsbibliothek, Arch. 85 (lost without record)
Munich, Staatsbibliothek, Arch. 86 (lost without record)
Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, Destailleur 2942, part I1 (10 or hams-

/'

73.

binding, labelled on the spine
74 This albumisin
Afonwnenta Romna One print-bearing sheet stamped: U-bib.
Rcgia Berolmmi The album contains prints including many

n

,

ferred and &bound?)"/'
Dresden, Staatsbiblipthek (Appendix 2.d)
Karlsruhe, Hofb$Aiothek, B. 60 (desmoyed by fire in I*)

den (RI 5 5 9 R (2')"

warm

~resddn,Kupferstichkabinett, B, TI, 3 (Appendix 3.a).
Rome, Vatican, Cicognara collection, VD. 2/28 (signature unconfirmed)"
V ~ e m aBibliothek
,
der Kunstakademie (unconfirmed)

with Duchetti's address, and at least four seventeenth-century
prints, thus discrepant with Huelsen's early dating The album
may have been rebound, possibly reordered, and prints added
after HueLsen examined i t The date of rebiiding may be
indicated by the (acquisition?) stamp on the backboard:
StB.1g.8.37U(1g August 1937).
75. HueLsen lists four Vatican albums: two 6um Ashby (see above);
one formerly Duc de Loubat, inscribed 1587; and two from the
Cicognara collection. There now appear to be at least six
Vatican albums, with only the Ashby Riserva S6, S7 so far identifiable on Huelsen's list, and these acquired by the Vatican after
Huelsen wrote. See, in addition, Barberini X, I, 13 A-B;
Cicognara XII 3886 and Cicognara XII 541, 21-115. both of
which appear to be late.

The Victories of the Emperor Qianlong
Tanya Szrajber
The subject of this article is a remarkable set of
sixteen prints, known as Conqui%s [et Vztoim]& VEmp m r & la Chine, commemorating the victories of the
Chinese Emperor Qianlong in Central Asia between
1755 and 1759. The prints were commissioned by the
Emperor himself and produced in France by the best
engravers, under the direction of Charles Nicolas
Cochin (fils),between 1767 and 1774. Cochin described
the work as 'cet ounage, d t j i par lui-m6me d'une
nature toute difftrente de tous c e u connus jusqu'ici

dam la gravure' and his contemporary CharlesAntoine Jombert (m his catalogue of Cochin's auvre)
referred to it as 'une des plus considtrables enterprises
qu'on ait encore faites en gravure'.' Why they referred
to the set in this way will become evident below. It is
fortunate that a number of the documents relating to
the commission have survived. The most comprehensive account of the subject was in 1921 by Paul Pelliot,
whose hndamental article drew heavily on documents
in French archives, which are extensively quoted here.

Cochin's letter to Marigny, 16February 1767,Nouvelles Archives
de 1'Art Franpis (h'AAF), 3rd series, xx, Paris 1 9 5 , no.59; C.-

A.Jombert, Catalogue& I ' m & Clr Ni Cochinf;rs,Paris I ~ Opp.,

I.
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He did not, however, know of other documents, published in hbui~lles.-i~/zizesde I'Art F~anfais(NAAF) in
1905, and this article attempts to combine this material for the first time in a single narrative. Unlike Pelliot,
I concentrate on those aspects that concern print production and have therefore extracted relevant material
from his exhaustive account, as xiell as adding information from orher source^.^
Emperor Qianlong had been engaged in a difficult
campaign to subdue and pacify the tribal groups,
mainly llongol, in the border regions of the empire.
Referred to variously as Kalmucks, Eleuths, Dzungars,
Tartars and Muslims in rhe literature, these nomads
lix.ed in East Turkestan (corresponding to modern
Xinjiang), including the regions of Ili, Kashgaria and
Dzungaria. The campaign, which began in 1755,
ended successfully in 1759, and the Emperor celebrated with a grand ceremony in 1760 in uhich he hon-

oured the two main generals, Zhaohui and Fude. T h e
Emperor's desire to commemorate his conquests pictorially is recorded in a postscript added by Father
Augustin de Hallerstein (1703-74), President of the
'Tribunal of Mathematics' and part of the Portuguese
Mission, to a letter (dated by Pelliot 27 October 1765)
he wrote from Peking to his brother, Father Weichard
de Hallerstein.= I have translated the postscript from
Latin into English, as it is a contemporary account of
the circumstances surrounding the commission:
That which I had forgotten in the letter, I here point
out. Our Emperor wishes to have engraved, &printed in Europe sixteen images, which represent the
operations of the war, which in these past years he
waged against the Tartar Eleuths, & their neighbours, & the Mahomedans he had formerly subdued. Indeed, when the war was finished he ordered
the painting of 16 large pictures, with which he

The main published sources are F! Pelliot, 'Les Conquetes de
1'Empcreur de la Chine', T o w Pao, xx, Leiden 1921, pp.
183-275; also Toung Pao, xxv, 1928, pp. 132-33 and Toung Pao,
m,1932, pp. 12j-27; M. Pirazzoli-TISerstevens, Gmures d u
Cc7gLtes de I%,,,tircur de C h e Fin-lmg au A f u i e Guimet, Paris
1969. The French prints are also diicussed in \V. Fuchs, 'Die
Enh\urfe der Schlachrenkupfer der Kienlung - und Taokuang-

zeit', Nor!umenta S m a , IX, 1 9 4 , pp. 101~22and W. Fuchs, 'Der
Kupferdruck in China vom 10. bis 19. Jahrhundert', G u k n b q
Jahrbuch, 1950, pp. 67-87.
3. Pelliot published this text in Latin, but argued that although
the postscript as originally attributed to a letter dared
12 September I 764 it must belong to rhe following one, dated
27 October 1765; see Pelliot, op cit., 1921, Appendix, p. 268.

2.
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B. L. Prkvost, C. N. Cochin fils (dilr.d), after I. Sichelbarth, On re~oitIQ soumission del'& plate I for C o n q G t a & L'Empereur &
h Chine, 1769,etching and engraving, 572 mm X 925 mm (London, British Museum).
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J.F! Le Bas, C. N. Cochin fils (direxit), after G. Castiglione, Onfmce Ic camp [itabli] d Gndnn-oh [Mount G;idh],plate 2 for
Conp"bs. . ., 1769,etching and engraving 571X 926 m m (London, British Museum).
adorned his halls. Afterwards. there came into his
hands some images by the Augsburg engraver
Rugendas, which presented similar actions; then
indied he appreciated them, and they pleased him.
Therefore he ordered our Brother Giuseppe
Castiglione, who is hlilanese, and is 78 years of age
[of which] 49 [spent] in Peking, even now sound in
eyesight, & dexterity, Father Ignatius Sichelbart
from Bohemia, Brother Dionysius Attiret from
France, & Father Damascenus from Rome, of the
Order of St. Augustine of the Propaganda Fide, to
reduce these large pictures into a smaller form: he
sent the first four completed ones about two months
ago to Canton to the Viceroy so that they could be
handed over to European ships for trans~ortto
Europe. Next year, another four will go, & so on.
The desire of E Castiglione is for them to be
engraved and printed in &ly: since the matter is not
my particular business, I have not become involved.
However, the Emperor wishes that they be engraved
each on a separate plate, and that only one hundred

4 PeUiot, op. d.,1928,p. 132;W.Fuchs, op. d., 19% pp. 10132;

impressions be printed of each, & these should be
sent back here together with the plates: whatever the
price, the Viceroy of Canton is to pay it in full. I
thought that Your Excellence would be glad to know
this, so that, ifthere is any talk about the matter, you
would know what it is about.
Because if Your Excellence finds out about the place
& the enaaver. it would also be welcome to me to
know this immediately. For the rest, there is a great
difference among these pictures: that of Brother
Castiglione is without doubt the best; followed by
that of Father Sichelbart, & Brother Attiret, but not
with equal steps; and with a long interval, that of the
one from Rome, despite the fact that he is from
Rome. Besides. he is still new
The exact nature and authorship of the original
paintings, said to be in ink, are unknown since they
have not survived. but earlv sources confirm their existence and even their layout in the hall (thought to be
the Ziguang ge or Hall of Fame), and the subject was
discussed in articles by Fuchs and Pelliot.' The origin of

Fuchs, @. d.,1950,pp. 67-87.
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F! Choffard, C. N. Cochin fils (dired),afterJ. Damasctne, b C~d'Us'~brfan]
se soumet arec sa OiIIP, plate 6 for Conquh

.. ., 1774etching and engraving 580 X 922 mm (London, British Museum).

the paintings as field sketches is revealed by a preface
written by Emperor Qianlong in 1766 for the set of
prints. Beurdeley referred to FatherJeanjoseph-Marie
Arniot's biography of Father Attiret (one of the artists),
which recorded that as soon as a few victories in the
war against the Eleuths and other Tartars had been
won, the painters were ordered to depict them. Court
painters, 'especially the Jesuit missionaries', were
ordered to paint the portraits of the victorious generals
Zhaohui and Fude at the same time as the series of
battle scenes destined for the Ziguang ge.'
The four missionary artists selected for the task of
producing the reduced drawings for the engraver (and
in all probability also responsible for the original battle
paintings) were working at the court in Peking and had
acquired Chinese names, as was customary. The most
famous was Giuseppe Castiglione (Lang Shining), a
Jesuit attached to the Portuguese Mission, who
acquired a great reputation as an artist working in tra-

ditional Chinese media and styles. He also worked as
an architect, and was in great part responsible for
designing the European palace buildings at the
Yuanming
The other artists were the Jesuit
brother, Denis Attiret (Wang Zhicheng), the Jesuit
Father Ignatius Sichelbart [or Sickelpart] (Ai Qheng)
and Jean Damasctne [family name Sallusti or Salusti]
(An Deyi), a barefoot Augustinian and missionary of
the Propaganda Fide who later became Bishop of
Peking. The process of reducing large-scale works
required great skill, and was time-consuming.
Regarding the date of production of the reduced drawings by the missionary artists, the lettering fproduction
line) on the prints themselves states that several of the
original drawings were produced in 1765, and that at
least one drawing was made in 1766.
The three main documents regarding the engraving
commission are Qianlong's decree, issued on 13July
1765, a letter by Castiglione that accompanied it, and

5. No evidence is provided for the identification of the artists; see
C. and M. Beurdeley, Giureppe Gdglione, Ajmi6 Painter al the C&
ofthe C k e Emperm, translated by Michael BullLondon
1971,p. 79; it is also possible that Amiot may have been referring

to later campaip%
6. See Orientutions, xlx,November 1988,where several articles are
devoted to him.
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13.J. F
!

Le Bas, C. N. Cochin fils (dire~$,after G. Castiglione, Lo h~&ah dge & de Rhi2reXie [Qara-mu], plate 7 for Conquh

. . ., I n I , etching and engraving, 572 X g21m m (London, British Museum).

the contract drawn up by the Hong merchants. Pelliot Qimeng], the German, Father Ignatius Sichelbart
published French translations of all of them. The edict of the Company of Jesus); and Currim [Kumtm]
and Castiglione's note were sent to France in Latin and painted by Nyantey [An Deyii, the Italian, Father
Italian, according to evidence from the Hong contract, Jean Damasckne, a barefoot Augustinian of the
and possibly in French as well. In his edict, the Congregation of the Propaganda Fide. The Emperor
Emperor stated that he wanted the sixteen 'prints' (lit- wished the work to be carried out with the greatest
erally 'estampes') of his victories in the Kingdom of speed, and that after printing IOOimpressions from the
Chumgar [pzungaria] and the neighbouring Muslim plates, both the impressions and the plates should be
countries which he had had painted by Lamxinim sent to him. Regarding the remaining twelve 'prints',
G n g S h i i g l , the Italian,Joseph Castiglione, and by he gave orders that they be sent to Europe on three
other European painters at his service in Peking, to be different routes, four by each route.'
sent to Europe, where the best engravers should be
Castiglione's letter was written in Peking on the
chosen in order that these prints should be reproduced same day as the edict, and according to the French
perfectly and in all their detail on copper plates. He translation reproduced by Pelliot, was addressed to the
ordered that the price of this work should be paid with- 'trks illustre PrCsident de I'acadCmie de Peinture'? In
out delay, and that one should take advantage of the it, he recommended two things. First, that regardless
first vessels to leave for Europe in order to send only of whether the prints were engraved with the burin
four of these 'prints'. These were specified: JV1.a~uxi or etched, they should be executed with the greatest
chyen [Ajushi &yid painted by Lamxinim [Lang delicacy and the artist should exercise the greatest
Shining] the Italian, Brother Joseph Castiglione, SJ accuracy and neatness as befits a work to be presented
[Society of Jesus]; A h r [Amchw] painted by to such a great emperor. Second that if after printing
Vanchichim [Wang Zhichengl the Frenchman, the number of impressions specified in the Emperor's
Brother Denis Attiret of the Company ofJesus); Ysli@i mandate, the plates were found to be weakened or
min % hiam [Ydi renmin toluiang] by Nyaikimum [Ai worn, it would be necessary to retouch and repair them
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14. -4.
de Saint-Xubin, C. N. Cochin fils (direrit), afterJ. Damascene, Lagmnde ~ictuirede &man, plate 8 for Conquiles. . ., 1770,

etching and engrabing, 580 X 929 mm (London, British Museum).

before despatch to China, in order that the impressions
printed in that country should be as beautiful as the
first ones.
Although it has sometimes been claimed that the
Emperor himself or Attiret had chosen France for the
production of the engravings, Pelliot produced a
detailed refutation of this view. An undated report by

the ContrBleur-GCnCral des Finances, Henri-Uonard
Bertin, provides precise information on the matter.' H e
stated that the Emperor of China had asked the
=ceroy of Canton to obtain information regarding the
task of engraving the drawings in Europe. The English
were first approached, but Father LOL&Joseph Le
Febvre, Procureur GCnCral of the Missions in Canton,

7. Pelliot could not find the original Chinese text of the edict, but
published the French '\ersionl of it, and Castiglione's letter, from
documents in the .%chi\-esrationales (F'elliot, cf. d., 1921,p. 18%
Arch. Nat. 0'1924 {2), piece no. I). These French translations
n ~ r e in
, his opinion, most probably produced by the agents of
the Compagnie des Indes; see Pelliot,.$c d., 1921,p. 200. Pelliot
included Chinese characters for proper nouns in the French
translation of the Hon: contract that he published and which is
discussed later. He argued that one could work out the original
Chineie versions of the proper nouns recorded in the original
Chinese imperial edict (now lost) by working back from the
Hong contract. This is because, he c!aims, the names of the
arti>tsas \\-ellas of the tides uere taken by the Hong merchants
from the impcriai edict. Thepi+ transliterations provided here
for the French translation of the imperial edict are therefore
bared on the Chinese characters in the Wong contract published
by I'elliot (Pelliot, op. d., 1921,p.198, n. 2).

8. In his letter written in S e d e on 18.4pril1776 to Minister Bertin,
Parent (his first assistant) claimed that he saw Castiglione's letter
in French, Latin and Italian addressed to the President des
B e a u x - h . In an undated report by Henri-Leonard Bertin (see
n. g below), it L stated that 'on trouQa la letter d'enbvi de E
Castiglione et le decret de 1'Empereur de la Chine traduit en
latin, en italien et en franqais: la letter etoit adressCe au t r b illustre President des Arts (i n'etoit pas qualifik du titre de President
de 1'Acadhie)'. FmaUy, a document from the offices of the
Comte d'.4ngi\fler (1775) claimed that Castiglione's letter was
addressed to the 'President de la sculpture en France'. For all this,
see Pelliot, oft ciL, 1921, p. 201, no. I; for Bertids report, see H.
Cordier, La C h k sr fiance mr XVIlle sie'ck, Paris 1910, pp. 57-58,
and for Parent's letter, H. Cordier, h C~ollqukidc L'E~npernrrdch
Cl&, ,lfhiuires concn-nant I'Asie o&7hk, Paris 1913, p. 7.
g. -4lthough undated, Pelliot said that it was 'undoubtedly witten
after Parent's letter of 18 April 1776' Pelliot, op d.,1921,
p. 196, n. 3; Cordier, op d.,1910, pp. 57-58.
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15. B. L.Prkvost, C. N. Cochin fils (direxit),possibly after G. Castiglione, Lc combat & Qos-@hq, plate ro for Conquh. . ., 1774,
etching and engraving, 572 X 916mm (London, British Museum).

let it be known to the Viceroy through a Mandarin
friend of his, a professed spokesman for the French,
that the arts were more cultivated in France than in any
other state in Europe, and that engraving especially
had reached the highest level of perfection there. On
the basis of a report produced on the matter, the
Emperor ordered that the drawings of his victories
should be sent to France on French vessels and then
conveyed to the 'Prksident des Arts', in order to have
them engraved following his intentions as expressed in
the imperial decree accompanying the drawings.
Once France had been chosen for the commission, a
contract was required. As was customary with any
commercial dealings with Europeans, Hong (trading
corporation) merchants based in Canton handled any
negotiations between the Chinese and foreigners, each
nation having its own Hong. European traders were
confined to that port, and their companies had

specific locations on the waterfront. Pelliot published
a French translation of the original Chinese text
(which survived) of the contract signed by ten Hong
merchants in Canton in 1765for the order made to 'the
commercial chiefs for the kingdom of France', Gan
Zhili and Wujialang (presumably representativesof the
Compagnie des Indes).l0
In the contract, the Hong merchants reported that
they had received from the Viceroy' and the Superintendent of Customs notification of an imperial order to
hand over, for the purpose of having them engraved on
copper, four drawingsrepresenting the victories gained
in the land of the Dzungars and the Mahomedan
tribes. The drawings, sent with a note, are specified as
follows: Lang Che-ning G n g Shining]: Tb camp
[taken] ly m e ly N g a i y - c h [Aiyushi]; Wang Tchetch'eng [MTangZhichengl: Tb [battle of] A-eul-tch'oueul [Aerchuer]; Ngai K'I-mong [Ai Qimengl: Tb

According to PeUiot, the document has a registration date of
I May 1767 (Bibliothkque Nationale, nouv. fonds chinois no.
5231); see Pelliot, op. d.,1921,pp. 197-99. It was translated by
Courant and published by Cordier in 1902 in French in 7'owzg

PM,U, m, pp. 304-06, and PeUiot reproduced this translation

10.

'with very slight modifications'. He suggested that Wujialang
might refer to Vauquelin, who was named Consul in Canton in
1766.
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16. D. Xte, C. N. Cochin fils (dii-exit),after J. Damascene, [L'Empe~ewse rmd] dam La banlieuepourprendrc &e~sonelhmt/ h
1!01~i~!le~
des oficiers et des soldats guise sont di&guis dam h campagn~contre 1Ps tribllr ti~wulrnanes,plate rg for C o n q u t h . . ., 1772,
etching and sngra~ing,572 X 922 mm (London, British Museum).

inhabikmts of Ili show their submission; Ngan To-yi [An back: each vessel would carry two copper plates and
Deji]: [IThe battle of] Fou-ml-man Fuerman]'. At the IOO impressions of each engraving-4oo sheets in total.
same time were also sent two sheets 'in the barbarian The four original drawings sent from China and the
characters ofthe kingdom of Italy' (i.e. Italian) and two four documents in barbarian characters would be
sheets 'in the barbarian characters in contemporary included, and the whole should arrive to Canton in
usage in all [Vestern countries' (i.e. Latin).
approximately the 33rd year (1768) to be handed over
The Hong merchants had received these various to the authorities. An immediate advance payment of
items as well as the order from the authorities to deal 5,000 taels of silver would be made. If this were insuffiwith this matter. They were handing all the items over cient for the price of the work, they would make up the
to Kan-tche-li [Can Zhili] and Wou-kia-lang price fully when the copper plates arrived. Should
PYujialang], in order that they should be transported there be an accident at sea, the cost ofthe work and the
bp the vessel Poye Poye] (presumably a ship belonging cargo would be covered by them.
Two copies of the contract were made, one for
to the Compapie des Indes) to France and handed
over to the Compagnie. The latter would then pass France, the other for Canton. The contract states that
them on to the French Slinisters of State, who would be the engraving must be very fine and conform to the
given the task of having engrawd four copper plates model. As soon as [the work] was completed, the whole
T\-itha 'respectful' precision, in accordance with the should be sent back within the time limit; the earlier
rules and instructions contained in the documents in the better.
'barbarian' characters. O n completion of the engravThe imperial edict and the Hong contract are very
ing, 2 0 0 impressions would be printed from each plate specific regarding the subjects of the first four drawon good hard-wearing paper, that is to say, 800 sheets ings. When these drawings arrived in France in the
in total, which together with the copper plates would autumn of 1766, there was confusion and political
be dikided and loaded on two vessels to be brought manoeuwing regarding who would be responsible for
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17. J. P Le Bas, C. N. Cochin iik (duexit)after an anonymous artist, [I'Empereur] ofle un banquet & V i h i r e aur o$&
qui se sont
dishnguh, plate 16 for ConquZtes . . ., I ~ Oetching
,
and engraving, sheet 500 X 877 mm (London, British Museum).
Impression printed in China from the original French plate. The poem inscribed at the top of the print is traditionally
regarded as in the Emperor Qianlong's own handwriting

dealing with the commission." A letter from the
Directors and Syndics of the Compagnie to the
Marquis de Marigny (Surintendent des Biitiments),
dated 17 December 1766,indicates that they decided to
contact Marigny directly1?After giving an account of
the commission, the Compagnie representatives said
they believed that only he, Marigny, could direct a project whose success had a bearing on the honour of
French artists, and that t h v were therefore sending
him a translation of the edict and of Castiglione's letter.
They pointed out that the work should be finished by
the following November ('au mois du gbre prochain')
in order to comply with the Emperor's wishes and in

time to catch the departure of vessels that the company would then be sending to China.
The importance of completion by November is
understandable when one considersthe schedule of the
sailing to China. From the documents considered in
this article, it is clear that the Compagnie des Indes
ships normally left France for China in December or
January each year, although two letters from Marigny
refer to autumn (or end of autumn). The ships arrived
in China around the end of August. Sailing from
China occurred around early December and reached
France in July (or by autumn).13
A different slant on the events in Paris is provided by

There is only indirect evidence for the exact date of their arrival
in France, although the year is verified. The Hong contract
announced that the drawings and the documentshad been gathered for despatch to France. A letter 6om Bertin to 'Gand
'
'Yang' of January 1769(referred to later concerningthe arrival
of the second lot of drawings) stated that the first four had been
sent in 1765. Pelliot, however, stated that the Council of the
Direction of Canton, in announcing the despatch of the second
lot in 1767,said that the first despatch had occurred the 'previous
year'; Pelliot, op. d.,1921,p. 200.
12. Pelliot stated that there is a copy of it in the Archives Nationales;
see Pelliot, op. d., 1921, p. 202; Arch. Nat 0'1924 (2), piece
no. I, and n. 17below.

13. Documents supporting these dates are as follows. For departures
6om France, see Cochin's letter to Marigny of 16February 1767,
Marigny's letters to Cochin of 19 April 1767 and 26 May 1767,
and Cochin's letter of 6 December 1n4; for arrimls in France,
see references to arrival in France of the two lots of drawings; for
departure 6om China, see Father Michel Benoist's letter of 25
November I ~ Owhere
,
he states that French ships were due to
leave shortlh for arrivals in China, see Pelliot, op. d.,1921,p. 210,
where it is stated that h t batch arrived in Peking at the beginZ arrived in Canton or Macao some
ning of December I ~ (so
time before) and that three crates reached Macao on 29 August
'774

11.
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two documents itte ten many years later, by Parent
(first assistant to the Minister Bertin to whom the
Compagnie des Indes \\.as responsible) and by Bertin
himself, in obvious attempts to curry favour with the
intention of obtaining sets of these valuable prints. In
his letter to the Minister dated 18 April 1776,'~Parent
described how he was at the office of the Svndics and
Directors \\.h& the magnificent drawings from China
\\-ere being examined, and was informed that M.
l'aselet had been asked to find artists c a ~ a b l eof
engr a\ ing them. Ll'hile [hey were discussing the prefei ence gixen to arious candidates he amused himself
by reading Castiglione's dibpatch, which was in three
languages (French. Latin and Italian) and saw that it
\\as addressed to M. le President des Beaux-Arts. H e
pointed out to M. de Rabec (one ofthe directors of the
Compagnie des Indes) and to se\:eral others present
that the execution of the work was not their business,
and that the Emperor of China had intended that the
Minister of Arts (specifically the 'Directeur general des
Bstiments du Roy', i.e. hiarigny) should be in charge of
it. He immediately returned to inform Bertin, who in
turn instrucred him to alert Cochin [Secretary of the
Acadtmie, and Marigny's right-hand man], which he
did. The very same day Bertin spoke to Marigny, who
followed the King's orders and removed the drawings.
In the undated report referred to earlier (dated by
Pelliot as after Parent's letter of 18 April 1776), Bertin
emphasized that the Compagnie des Indes had never
been chosen to have the engrabings made." H e said
that the Syndics and Directors [at the Compagnie des
Indes] began to consider several artists i h i m they
regarded as suitable for the project, but that when the
drauings were unrolled Castiglione's letter was discovered, as \\.ell as the ~ m ~ e r o r ' sdecree translated into
Latin, Italian and French. The letter was addressed to
the 'tres illustre President des Arts (il n'ktoit pas qualifie du titre de President de 1'AcadCmie)'. The administration of the Compagnie uas advised to inform
Xlinister Bertin, u h o immediately alerted the Marquis
de Xlarigny, and as a result, Cochin uas put in charge
of the work. The dranings \$ere apparently handed

over to Marigny on 31 December 1766 by M. de Mery
d'Arcy.I6
Pelliot published an undated i.ZItimoire (probably in
1766), which was obviously drafted by or for Bertin."
The author of the Alhnoire stated that Emperor
Qanlong was paying tribute to French industry by giving the officials of the Compagnie des Indes in Canton
the responsibility for the engraving in France of the
drawin,gs,etc. After summarizing the history of the commission, he noted that in order cover expenses, a sum
of 16,000 taels had been delivered to the Compagnie
officials by order of the Emperor. He also reported that
'it was said' that the English East India Company and its
em~lovees
in China had done their utmost to secure the
,
commission, but that the missionaries at the court in
Peking procured this advantage for France.'' H e therefore recommended executing the four drawings on a
small scale, on large vases of a beautiful shape of the
Royal Manufacture of S t b ~ e as
s a g f i for the Emperor,
or perhaps alternatively reproducing them as tapestries
at the Royal Manufacture of the Gobelins, or at least that
of Beauvais. The rest of the report, according to Pelliot,
enumerates the commercial, political and religious
advantages gained from the order.
Although there is no evidence that plans for tapestries or vases as gfts came to fruition, they were discussed at the highest l e d , as shown in a letter from
Bertin to Marigny, dated 27 December 1766." In it,
Bertin says that the Alhoire he had sent to Marigny
(summarized above) had been given to the King; who
had given him instructions regarding the S6mes manufacture. T h e King had also asked that he, Marigny,
should carry out the instructions contained therein relative to his (Marigny's) administration, after procuring
from the Compagnie des Indes all necessary clarifications regarding the objects concerning him, etc.
As late as gJanuary 1767the idea ofreproducing the
four drawings in a large format at the Gobelins was still
under consideration. The fact that the King:
" had
become involved in the matter highlights the importance accorded to the Conqut%s project. Cordier published part of an undated itiimoire, which he says was

14 Cordier, op. d.,1913, p. 7.
15. He refers to D M .167 (Bibl.de I%u!i!ut). See nn. 8 and g above,

17. PeUiot said that a copy of this Mimoire and a copy of the follo\~ing
letter from Bertin to the SIarquis de hiarigny of
December
1766 were present x~iththe copy of the Compagnie des Indes
letter of 17 December 1766 (Arch. N a t 0'1924 (v), piece no. I);
Pelliot, op. d.,1921, pp. 203-09
18. See earlier argument refuting the latter part of this statement.
19. Pelliot published a copy, from Arch. N a t o ' 1 g q (2), p"lece no. I;
see n. 17 above; Pelliot, op k ,1921, pp. 203-01

and Col-dier. op. i t . , I ~ I Opp.
, jj-j8.
16. Sre I. S. Helman's preface to his set of engrabings, reduced versions of the C r n q t i i k prints, first published (together with Ponce)
in Paris in 1785, and adxsrtised in the .Ifmure de France of 3
Seprrmher 1785. The information is confirmed by Cordier, op
cit., 1913,p. 7. Helman's pleface, hoi\ever, contains se~eralinaccuracies. See Pelliot, op. d.,1921,p. 205, n. 3.

.
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the same would apply to the time allowed because
sent fiom the offices of Bertin, and which 'pointed out
the extra care needed would take them longer; thus
to the King' the usefulness of executing the four drawI think one will have to allow completion around the
ings on Stvres vases and Gobelins tapestry. The
end of summer 1768.
Mhzoire emphasized the fact that such work would give
4. F u n h i m e , t h e ~will
i set aside bonlrsesfor those who
the Chinese a good opinion of French artists and manufacture and that the French would no longer be conwould seem to merit them. I hope that all four will merit
fused with other nations, under the generic term
them. Moreover, this item being purely of goodwill,
European, as they were in China. It would dispose the
one can only talk about it after completion of the
work.
Emperor favourably towards French commerce, which
5. A superb and sichjanze will be made fiT] the saidplattx
for some time had suffered as a result of the bad conduct of the English in an incident a few years previousThis item entails some difficulties which need to be
ly, for which all Europeans had endured the resulting
resolved. The drawings are 33 pouces 3 lignes [897
mm] in width and the 'grand aigle' paper, the !argest
prej~dice.~
Having been asked to direct such a prestigious comwe manufacture, is only 36 [pouces] in width [g72
mm]; which would only leave a pouce and L half of
mission, Cochin had to select the best engravers and
mar-gin on either side, a space which it would be
provide specifications. In a report addressed to
impossible to accommodate a rich [printed] border,
Marigny, dated g January 1767, Cochin responded to
and also too narrow to provide the plate (even withno fewer than fifteen req~irements.~'
A complete transout border) with a margin of some grace. I therefore
lation is provided below:
propose to slightly reduce the drawings, so as to
I. Cochin will be nanzed andpaid &ythe K i to superuise the
make them fit on our 'grand aigle' paper, with a reaexecution ofthe work to agree the price with him Cochin
sonable margin, and then, if one really wants a borcan only be filled with gratitude for this new kindder. the impressions which would be printed with
ness and promises to take all possible care to accomthis border would be [printed] on paper of foreign
plish his mission well.
manufacture (very beautiful and very good) with a
2. Four of the most sb&l engravers will be chosen, to be
width of 39 pouces [1,053 mm].n
entrusted with oneplak each. The four engravers which
6. Plah ofcopper ofa dzfferent size would be used to engrme
I have the honour to suggest to you are M. Le Bas,
M. PrCvost, M. Aliamet and M. de Saint Aubin, all
thejame the same h.
I have a very strong objection
to engraving this fiame on the same copper for each
very able and for whom this is the appropriate type
of thd dates. apart from the increase work fiom
of work. There is also a fifth, equally skilfd, called
M. Le Mire; but I do not think that we can benefit
useless repetition, it would no longer be possible to
print impressions without this border; whereas, since
fiom him because he is committed to deliver to subthey did not ask for this enhancement, it is necessary
scribers to Ovid's Metmnwphoses, moreover, we only
for them to be able to print without it. even ifthev do
need four, and we can find them without having
choose to add it if it pleases them, we shali do.
recourse to him.
3. Each willprovidea @e s ~forfees
~ as
~ well
~ as, &/W-Furthermore, if we wish to send a few framed and
glazed, there would be a decorative border, and it
ery. Following your orders not to discuss the subject
would be in bad taste to see a [printed] border withwith anyone yet, I have been unable to confer with
in another border Fe. within a carved wooden
them. Nevertheless I presume that the price will be
fiame]. I would therefore agree to engraving this
9,000 h e s for each plate due to the extraordinary
border on a separate copper [plate]; and one would
manner in which you wish them to be treated. They
paste within it the impressions to which one wanted
might only cost 2,000 Ccus [i.e. 6,000 hes] normalto add this border. There would also be the problem
ly, given that the etched state is usually estimated to
that since these four borders could only be engraved
be a third of the total work F.e. 2,000 livres]; but
given the neatness and finish which I would insist on,
after completion of the plates, this would entail a
great deal of time in addition to the time specified,
the etching would amount to barely a fifth of the
whereas, engraved separately, it would be done at
total, and so I think one would need to increase the
the same time by M. Choffard, who is the most able
estimate by 50% [i.e. by 3,000 on top of 6,000 lw~es];
L

20.

21.

See Cordier, G#.d.,
1913,pp. 7-8, where the provenance of the
document is given as Bibl. de 1'Institut.
NAAF, no. 5% original.

22.

This was presumably a reference to whatman, famous for being
able to manufacture large sheets ofpaper.

ply give it some spirit and lightness which might
draughtsman and engral-erin this type [of work].
inspire the engrac-er.
7. The same [i.e. printed] j a m xould sercefor thefour
12. In the eilent ofth.eplates being affected as a result o f h
plates; one xi11 m p l y eieything uhich characterizes the
m i e s ~ofthe King of F/-ance to make it stand out. This
number of impressiom reyuesttd, tJzy &l be retouched.
Plates capable of printing 1,500impressions will not
request is difficult to fulfil properly with regard to
people so remol-ed from our learning and our cusbe noticeably affected by havjng printed three or
toms. The maje5ty of France can only be designated
four hundred; in addition one will do what will be
by en~blen~atic
figures. All our emblems are taken
necessary.
13. A iier~detailed set ofimtructiom will be produced ofthe
from Greek nythology or from our religion. There
is reason to belieire that these would be unintelligible
manner ofpullirg impressions, etc. One could even send
to the Chinese; it ivould be as ifthey sent us emblems
them a pcess with all the tools necessary for printing
of their seven incarnations. I therefore think that, if
(this will be done very well).
one \\.ants a border, one should only use the richnes
14. One ielill add to it the Cabinet du Roi, and the bestplints,
of architectural ornaments, mixed with emblems
ett. Will be easily carried out.
taken from the properties of animals, such as the
15. I would w k h that, asidej-om the engrauing, thehefour
lion's courage, the eagle's loftiness, etc., or meanings
d~-awingsbe executed in [lapestsy in] largeheformat at the
attributed to plants, the laurel for glory, the oak for
Gobdins in g q i s h monochronlc and reith borders of a gold
the protection granted to citizens, etc. In addition,
bacAground, with lhe atti-ibutts in their natural colour. I can
one might need explanations in order to understand
encisage no other than KVernet [ie. ClaudeJoseph
the meaning: holvel-er, there is time to make deciVernet] for the task of producing the paintings
sions about all of this.
required for the project. However much his works
are valued, one can always get hold of him at aprice,
8.300 impressions xi11 be p~intedo n p a p q ofwhich 150 in
wd. This requirement will be carried out without any
as is the case here where you do not wish to save on
anything. Failing that, M.Le Prince could fulfil the
problem.
requirement. But whatever happens, one must wait
g. 100 impressions r i l l bep~intedon satin, ofxhich 50 in red.
until the plates are etched in order for the painter to
From what I have learnt, one must give up the idea
ofprinting on satin. It is not possible for satin to promake use of the impressions, as it will be necessary
duce impressions supporting such delicate work. It is
for the drawings
" to remain in the hands of the
a luxury lvhich is sometimes used for theses because
engravers until the end of the work. One will observe
they are of common eveqday engraving, large and
that the Chinese prefer small, cold and precise
hatchings above ei.erything characterizing genius
deep, but this fabric cannot be softened and lend
itself sufficiently to carry very small, fine lines which
and talent. I hope that, without losing too much on
the matter of talent, we shall achieve a soft and fine
are but lightly engra\.ed. Instead, I have the honour
engraving, pleasing to aU eyes, whether expert or
to suggest printing the hundred on 'papier de soie'
from China, of which I hope we can get the necesnot. I await the necessary orders so as to get in touch
with the engravers and to establish something definsary quantity through the Compagnie des Indes.
itive.
10. An impression of each colour xi11 be p l m d under glms
Notes of M. de Marigny on various passages of this
u,ith magn$icent mouldings. It will be carried out in the
most careful manner.
,tfhloire [appended to the end of the document; the
numbers do not correspond to those above]:
I I. Freedomfor the artkt to correct that u h u h appears to him
I. Fine, we shaU take Sr. Le Mire if one of the four
too ridiculous, icitho~thou eiier changing the main ehments in
refuses.
aig my andeien less so, the details. After close inspection
2. No doubt, and this will be notified to, and agreed
of the group, three of the drawings are fine and can
with, the people at the Compagnie des Indes.
be engra~.edwith the greatest accuracy apart from
3.1 do not wish to hear of any diminution or reducsome barely perceptible slight improvements in the
tion of the drawing One just has to make the frameffect of shading and the shading-off of objects. But
ing separately, andifabs&tely necessary, forego it.
that of F[ather] Damasckne Roman is too inferior to
4. A fine idea, as many architectural ornaments as
the others to allow it to be engraved in such a way as
one wants, but a lot of fleur-de-lis.
to take its place alongside them, unless the whole
5. If this is possible, I consent to it.
drawing is redone or at least a careful outline is pro6. One c4-d take M. Le Prince who is not yet spoilt
\-ided. This is what I think it is necessary for you to
allow me to do, whilst keeping within the prescribed
and who will suit me better in all respects.
7. Regarding orders, one must wait until I receive
conditions, that is to say to change nothing but sim-
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those of the King.
Cochin had underestimated cost and time factors. In
a letter to Marigny the following month, dated 16
February 1767,'~he hastened to tell him - before
Marigny had been given the King's definitive orders the results of his discussion with the four selected
engravers. He had been wrong regarding various factors in the 'report' that he had presented to him. He
had underestimated the costs, and the engravers had
asked for 10,000 h e s for each plate, with a bonus of
1,000 for whoever had to deal with the more complex
and detailed plate.24 Cochin was backing their
demands and advised Marigny to keep to the idea of a
bonus on completion of the work. He pointed out the
considerable funds allocated to the project by the
Emperor of China. He then admitted to having also
underestimated the time required. Although he had
hoped everything would be ready for the departure of
the vessels in autumn 1768, the engravers considered
this 'impossible' and had asked for an extension to the
end of summer 1769. Cochin supported them, due to
the unusual nature of the task and to avoid any excuse
for negligence. Having re-examined the drawings, he
considered it necessary to redraw two of them (he had
originally said one), which would delay the engravers
concerned.
On 2 April 1767 Cochin wrote once again to
Marigny, this time specifically about his own fees,
which are broken down.25He asked 6,000 h e s (3,000
each) for the two drawings that he had to redraw, which
would be large and 'overloaded'. Then, at the stage of
the first proof after etching, he would have four proofs
to retouch and the first ones ordinarily required considerable work. Thus he estimated 2,000 limes for the
four Qjoo each). There would then be a second proof to
retouch, involving less work, which he estimated at
only 800 h e s (200 each). He had reason to believe that
a third retouched proofmight be necessary to complete
the work, estimated at 400 lizn-esfor the four (100 liures
each). The total for this work amounted to 9,200 hires,
which he said he would ask of any well-off individual.
Given the engravers' demands (&dependently of any
bonus) for 41,000 h e s , he asked Marigny to bring the
total to 50,000 h e s to include his own work. He also
said that if marigny] was completely satisfied with the
beauty of the execution a bonus would be appreciated.

The letter ends with a plea to Marigny to obtain the
King's authorization to suspend him f?om all other
work, including any for the King himself
Marigny did not agree to all the conditions requested by Cochin. In a letter he wrote to him on 19 April
1767" he told him to assemble the engravers as soon as
possible, and to agree with them the cost of each plate
and the time allocated to achieve a perfect result. He
agreed to the sum of 10,000 lizves as well as the additional 1,000 livres for whoever had the most 'overloaded' plate. However, he reminded him that the work
should be finished in the last months of 1768in order to
take advantage of the sailings of the Compagnie des
Indes vessels to China. which normallv occurred in
December or January each year. Referring to the
engravers' request for a delay to the end of summer
1769 (reported in Cochin's letter of 16 February), he
told Cochin to make them commit to the end of 1768.
A year's delay could remove France's advantage, which
would be regrettable. In order to get the engravers to
complete before the end of the following year, he
authorized Cochin to promise them a bonus on his
marigny's] part.
Since the King had approved Cochin for the inspection and general direction of the work, Marigny told
him to lose no time in redoing the inferior drawings,
and approved his fees. He agreed that the borders
should be produced on a separate plate, and that it was
up to the Emperor to make use of it or not. He also
approved the motifs suggested by Cochin, although
noted that even these might be obscure to such distant
people, and asked him to tell Choffard (who would do
the work) to make abundant use of fleur-de-lis! He
agreed to the use of paper of foreign manufacture,
since the drawings would not be reduced, and since
that of French manufacture was only 36 powes wide,
which would leave a mean margin. The matter was not
pressing, however, and a decision could be made when
the plates approached completion. As far as taste was
concerned, he reminded Cochin that the Chinese preferred precision and finish to that which characterized
genius and talent for the French, and Cochin should
recommend the engravers to conform to this.
Sieur Prudhomme, a paper merchant, was ordered
to make a special manufacture of a paper called
'Grand Louvain'. Jombert stated that since 'grand

23. N W , no. 559, original.
Prkvost, according to Pelliot, G$. d . 1921,p. 213.
no. 563, original.
25. N W , op d.,
26. N W , G$. d.,
no. 564; copy.
27. Beurdeley, G$. d.,p. 86, andJombert, op. d.,m o , p. 120. In the

introduction to his reduced set of Conpu!t/r prints, Helman
recorded that the impressions (of the original set) destined for the
Emperor and the King were printed on specially made paper
called 'Grand Louvois'.
28. Pelliot does not quote, but refers to,documents in the Archives

18. Anonymous Chinese artist, Plate I from the 'Formosa Catnpae' set of prints, 178930, engrabing, sheet 510 X 885 mm

o on don, British Iluseum).

aigle' paper \\.as not large enough, it was necessary to
manufacture paper n.ithout a fold in the centre, of an
extraordinary size, costing 400 lims per ream, but did
not provide a name.27
O n 22 April 1767Jacques Philippe Le Bas, Augustin
de Saint-Aubin, Benoit Louis PrCvost and Jean Jacques
Aliamet each prorided estimates for the execution of a
plate rvhich they had to do their utmost to deliver in
October 1768 - apart from Saint-Aubin who had until
November 1768, since he n.as assigned the engraving
after Father Jean D a m a s ~ i . n e Progress
.~~
was achieved
in the negotiations, and on 24 lrlay 1767 hiarigny wrote
to Cochin to tell him that he had accepted the estimates of the four engrar.ers, and that he should tell
them to I\-orkwith the utmost haste as soon as the copper plates had arrived from England.2gH e was writing
to the Compagnie des Indes so that it would provide
M.Denis measurer of the Bstiments] with the sum of
6,000 lirres for distribution to the four artists, as the

advance that Cochin had requested, while at the same
time requesting [from the Compagnie] Cochin's own
remuneration.
T\vo days later, on 26 May 1767, Marigny wrote to
remind Cochin of the importance to the French nation
that the work be executed as quickly as possible, so that
it could be despatched on the vessels leaving at the end
of autumn the following year." He also told him that
the King had ordered Cochin to suspend any works
which he [the King] had assigned him, in order to
concentrate on the engravings.
The remaining bvelve drawings arrir-ed on ships
from China in July 1767, according to a letter from
Bertin of 27January 1769 to 'KO' and Tang'. This conforms with the Emperor's wishes as stated in the edict,
that the remaining drawings should be distributed
on several vessels." However, it was only on 20
September 1767 that the Directors of the Cornpagnie
des Indes informed hiarigny of their arrival, and on

Satinnales, the original estimates: Arch. h'at. 0'1924 (z), nos.
1921,p. 208.
&IO; Pclliot, op. d.,
29. S;\U, op. cit., no. 566, copy

30. S M ,$. d.,
no. 567, copy
31. The letter is published in Cordier, op d., 1913,p.
ment is rererred to zs Bib. de I'Institut, D.M. 167

10;
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September Marigny acknowledged receipt of the
twelve drawintgsplaced in three crates.= The drawings
were accompanied by a letter from the Conseil de
Direction de la Compagnie des Indes at Canton to the
Directors of the Compagnie in Paris, dated 10January
1767, part of which Pelliot published." The letter specifies that the twelve new drawines (referred
to as
,
'estarnpes') were enclosed in groups of four in three
'calyx' boxes which would be distributed on three vessels - Le Ben-W.Le Panthimre and Le Dum. The need to
adhere to the prescribed terms of the commission is
stressed. Although the authors acknowledged the honour of being chosen over other nations to decorate the
Emperor's palace, they expressed concern about the
exposure to a potentially awkward situation. To avoid
compromising themselves, they suggested that they
should not set a time limit. or should at least ask for
such a long-term one that they could not fail to meet
their obligations. The letter ends on a slightly worried
note. The authors stressed that this reauest did not
regard them personally; they would not suffer as a consequence of any failure, but it might bring about the
ruin of the recipient's principal tradesmen [the Hong
at Canton] and as an indirect consequence, inevitably
rebound on the Compagnie.
Despite the emphasis on finishing the project on
time, delays occurred, and are explained in a letter of
19 September 1767 from Cochin to Marigny." Cochin
told him that an engraver could not produce such a
plate, especially with the finish and care demanded, in
iess than two
In winter one could spend only four
to five hours per day at such work, and often not at all
on dark days. It was not possible to find sixteen
engravers skilled enough to be able to allocate one
plate to each of them. He would ask those working on
the first four drawings to take on one finther drawing
each, or even two, and would look for other engravers
of sufficient talent in order to arrive at a distribution
that would ensure the success of the project. He proposed the following schedule for delivery: the four
already begun for the end of 1768; six or maybe eight
more at the end of 1769; and the remaining four or six
at the end of 1770. The only alternative would be to use
mediocre engravers, etc. Marigny arranged for JeanEtienne Montucla F i s t Assistant at the B%tirnentsdu
Roil to inform the Compagnie des Indes of the matter.

Even after the allocation of the drawings to the various engravers, there were complications, as might be
expected, with the etching process and retouching of
the proofs by Cochin. These are spelled out in a
detailed letter, undated but of 1767, from Cochin to
Marigny." Due to the large size and detail of the plates,
as well as to the various problems (referred to as 'accidens'), it would be impdssible to have anything ready
that year. Even if the departure of the vessels could be
delayed to spring, one could only hope to have one,
maybe two (plates) ready. All the drawings had been
distributed, and work had begun on eight or ten plates,
and it would not be long for the others. He himself was
working hard on the correction of the drawings. He
had seen the 'Cbauches' (etched proofs) of five of the
eight or ten mentioned. The h t was by Le Bas (after
Sichelbarth), the second by Saint-Aubin, the third by
PrCvost, the fourth another by Le Bas and the fifth by
Aliamet. Cochin did not think it possible to send any
work at the Dresent time. In addition. he did not think
it feasible to print more than twelve or fifteen impressions per day. He was planning to use only one printer,
known for his talent and probity He therefore thought
- e Indes to write-to
it necessary for the ~ o i ~ a g n ides
China to obtain agreement for the delay.
Printing took a very long time for huge plates and
required great skill. The printer chosen was Sieur
B e a ~ v a i sThe
. ~ ~ fact that Cochin referred to the probity
of the printer is explained by the likelihood of printers
pulling extra impressions for their own personal gain.='
For the Conqdtes commission it was particularly important, politically, not to have impressions available on
the market in France. Some of the additional engravers
taken on by Cochin are mentioned in another letter,
dated 30January 1768, to Marigny, according to which
Cochin presented him with the estimates of several
of the engravers assigned to the Conqdh drawings."
They had signed them on the previous few days, but he
said that most had already begun work, and that was
why he was asking for their advances to be paid with
the Compagnie des Indes funds. He specified 2,000
livres each for (Pierre Philippe) Choffard and PrCvost
(two plates each) and 1,000 limes each for (Fra.n~ois
Denis) NCe, (LouisJoseph) Masquelier, Aliamet and
Saint-Aubin (one plate each).
Two days later, in a reply dated I February 1768,

32. Pelliot referred to documen~in the Archives Nationales to support this, but did not publish them: Arch. Nat. 0'1924(2), nos. 2
and 15;PeUiot, op. d.,1921,p. 208, n. 2.
33. Arch. Nat. 0'1924(2), no. 4; see Pelliot, op. d.,1921, p. 208.
34 NAAF, op. d.,no. 573, original.

35. NAAF, op. d.,no. 584, copy; it is included in the 1767 section.
36. Beurdley, op. d.,p. 86.
37. See A. Grimths, 'Proofs in Eighteenth-century French
Printmaking', Anjlt Qytdy,xxr,2004, pp. 3-17.
38. NAAF, op. cif., no. 590, original.
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llarigny acknouledged receipt of the renewed
demand and enclosed orders for payment of the
ad lance^.^' Cochin had to pursue the matter of payment for his engrawrs fairly continually, as shown by
seleral further letters. He wrote to hlontucla on I hlay
1768 asking for monej from the Compagnie des Indes,
and informing him that he l\ as about to receile three
etched plates and one with retouched proofs. He also
said that Le Bas \\as the most assiduous (engra~er),
the
fastest and the best in all respects, yet also the most in
need of moneyM He nrote three further letters concerning payment to hlontucla in 1769 (30 January, I
February and 27 April). A significant event at this time
as the dissolution of the Compagnie des Indes, which
Cochin had just heard about from rumours in Paris,
and ~bhichhe communicated to hlarigny in a letter
dated 8 April 1770.~'

43

T h e process of completing the plates and printing
impressions, as well as of the shipping, was piecemeal.
There appear to have been three shipments. A f i s t lot
of seven plates and impressions reached Peking at the
beginning of December 1772. This is recorded in a letter from Father Benoist to a 'Father du Gad' (presumably a missionary at the Court), dated by Pelliot at the
end of I 773 and discussed belowi2 A second lot of three
crates reached Macao on the Supmbe on 29 August
1774.'~A letter by Cochin of 6 December 1774, requesting settlement of the account of the engravers, stated
that the plates had been delivered, the impressions
printed, and that the last despatch would be made in
two or three days' time.+' Thus the last plates and
impressions, sent from Paris in December 1774, must
have reached China around mid-1775.6
The cost of the commission was borne by the Hong

39. X M , op. d.,no. jg2, 'minute'.
40. X,%*, op. nt., no. 605; original; d t h e other letters are published
in the same volume.
41, N.-tI\F, op. d.,no. 6j3, original.
42. Pelliot, op. d.,1921, pp. 222-23; \<here it states that the letter is
an imcrtion in the collected 'Lettres idifiantcs', x m , 1781, in
Pas:li?on lr!!holre, W , pp. 222-23.
++
1921: p. 210; he refers to Cordier, 'La France en
43. Pelliot, q.d.,
Chine' 1910, pp. 38 and 60. Pelliot made a refelence to the sec- 45.
ond lot con:is:ing of hvelve plates, which is confusing as it ~ . o u l d

bring the total number of plates to nineteen. H e wrote: 'Je n'ai
retrouve les soumissions que pour 11 des 12 planches du second
envoi'. These are listed as: hj.0 of 2 December 1767, eight of I
February 1768, one of 26 March 1768 (Arch. S a t 0'1924 (2). no.
19; 0'1911(4) nos. 18-23,0'1924(2), no. 21); Pelliot, op. cif., 1921, p.
209:
Pell~ot,@. cif., 1921, p. 209 and n. 6. No documentary source is
provided for the letter.
Ibid, p. 210.

19. Anon)mous Chinese artist, Plate 14from the 'Hunan [or ,?fko]Camnpab' set ofprints, 1798-1803, engraving, sheet 510 X
885 mm (London,British Museum).
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merchants on behalf of the Emperor, and payments
were made to the engravers by the French Treasury
usingfimds placed at its disposal by the Compagnie des
Indes. Pelliot referred to three sources for evidence of
costs totalling 20,000 taels (or 150,000 liures) between
1765 and 1766. The first, the Hong contract, specifies
5,000 taels. The undated M h i r e from Bertin's offices
(probably 1766)records 16,000taels, signifyingan additional payment of 11,000 taels.* A third document,
published by Pelliot, is an entry in the accounts of the
Compagnie des Indes at Canton. It reveals that in
176546 the Chinese Cong-hang deposited no less than
20,000 taels on account for the plates." Further payments were made by the Hong after that date.
According to Pelliot, in addition to the 150,000 h a of
1765-66, a fiu-ther sum amounting to 51,000 &es
(~o,ooopiastres) was paid by the Hong in 1773 (6,000
piastres) and 1775 (4,000 piastres). Thus the total paid
by the Hong was 204,000 l i v ~ e s . ~
The documents regarding the number of impressions to be p ~ t e for
d China vary, as we have seen. The
imperial edict states that 100 impressions were to be
printed from each plate. The Hong contract specifies
200, and this figure is repeated in the undated M h i e
(probably 1766)fiom Bertin's offices. Cochin referred to
300 in his letter to Marigny of g January 1767, and
appears to have suggested 1,000 (see Father Benoist's
letter of 25 November 1770, discussed below). Pelliot
suggests that the Hong merchants increased the
number specified in the edict as a precaution against the
possible loss of one of the ships, which would not matter
as much if the other also carried 100 impressions
demanded by the Emperor. Although the numbers stated above refer to the first four plates, one assumes that
they apply to the rest. As we shall see, the Emperor in
fact sanctioned the 200 specified in the Hong contract.
The impressions remaining in France were in addition to the total specified for despatch to China. Some
were official, as recorded by Isidore Stanislas Helrnan
in the notice to his set of a reduced size version of the

Conque^&sprints, fmt published in 1785. It states: '. . . les
Planches avec cent Exemplaires qu'on tira, furent
envoyts a la Chine; il n'en h t reserve qu'un trts petit
nombre pour la famille Royale et la Bibliothtque du
Roi . ..'.Commercial copies were not to be made available. Jombert states that it would not be possible for
print connoisseurs to obtain a set unless some returned
fiom China.* However, despite precautions to prevent
illicit printing of impressions, this certainly occurred.
The value attached to the prints is clearly indicated
by the persistent attempts by those connected with the
project or with the missionaries to obtain impressions.
Jean-Baptiste Attiret, a painter fiom D61e and the
brother of the Jesuit Denis Attiret, hoped to benefit
from his familial connection. He wrote to Marigny several times in order to obtain impressions and their correspondence runs from 1769 to 1772. Although at first
encouraging, Marigny's replies became increasingly
negative. Attiret tried again in 1775, and the Comte
d'Angiviller, Marigny's successor in the Direction
gtntrale des Bkitiments, told him to address himself to
Abbt Terray (the Contreleur-Gtntral des finances) or
to the Compag.nie des Indes. He warned him that it
was very much in the Compagnie's interests that none
of the prints should remain in Europe, following the
Emperor's wishes, and that trade might be jeopardized
on account of it. The Comte's own attempts to obtain
impressions h m Abbt Terray are recorded in a
detailed M h i r e o f 24July 1775, drafted in his offices, in
which it is suggested that Marigny too should get a set.'"
The only person who appears to have made a successM bid for impressions was Bertin, but the evidence is
indirect. His attempts to obtain impressions of the
prints are recorded in a letter to Marigny of 18 May
1771." Although it is not specified that he had succeeded, Bertin wrote (m an undated note) that he wished to
put 'these prints' in his library, with a sheet for each
explaining the subject. This absence of legends on
'Monseigneur's' prints was discussed by one of his secretaries, either Chomprt or Parent, in another docu-

46. Arch. Nat. 01rg24(S),pi2ce no. I; see n. 17 above.
Comte d'hgidler, but only summarized what Amret wrote; he
published the Comte d'hgkiuer's Mhoirc and provided refer47. Pelliot, op. d.,1921, p. 2". quoting Cordier, op. d.,1910, p. 14
48. Pelliot calculated on the basis of a tael being worth 7 lima 10 soh.
ences to the documents of the correspondence between Attiret
He also confirmed the final sum of 204,000
on the basis of
and Marigny and Angikiller (Arch. Nat. o11924 (S),nos. 43 and
alternative figures, relating to expenses (engravers' fees, packag44;0' 1911h),nos. 17G77; 0' 1912(2). "05- g, 10,17,35;0'19120,
ing,shipment costs) rather than to the Hong payments referred
nos. 138 and 144;0' 1913(2) nos. 148 and 160;see PeUiot, op. d.,
1921, pp. 214-17. Attiret's letters of 13March 1771 and 4 August
to. Some of the documents he based his calculations on refer to
piastres, so these are also mentioned here; see Pelliot, op. d.,
1775, and Marigny's letter of 7 December 1n2,are published in
'Lettres inedites d'artistes du XVme sitcle, Archives de 1'Art
1921, pp. 21-14 Beurdeley stated 204,000 'francs'; see
Beurdeley, op. d.,p. 86.
Franpis, 1,197,pp. 5 7 .
51. Pelliot, op, d.,1921,p. 204 n. 2; Cordier, op. cit., 1910,p. 59, and
49. Jombert, op. &.,p. 121.
50. Pelliot published extracts of the letters fiom Marigny and the
op. d.,1913,p. 16.
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ment, ~zherethe context clearly implies the Conquetes
prints."
At the end of 1769, Cochin sent a .2fhoire to the
Jesuit Father llichel Benoist, superior of the mission of
the Fiench Jesuits at Peking. Although the .Ifimo~reis
lost, its content can be deduced from three letters from
Father Benoist, the first nzo addiessed to Bertin. In the
first letter of 25 S o l ember 1770, Father Benoist recorded that he had just recei~edCochin's .\limo~refrom the
Compagnie des Indes at C a n t ~ n . The
' ~ Council members ~ ~ i s h etodknow the Court's intentions regarding
this Allhoue,and Benoist promptly set about translating it into Chinese. He informed Bertin that he himself
had been \\orking on a new edition of the maps of the
Empire in 104 sheets, ~ \ h i c hthe Emperor ~ \ a n t e d
engi-al.ed on copper, and that he had reluctantly
agrced to supenise the printing of them. 115th no pre1-iousexperience of this task, he had to rely on some
nritten Ii.orks on printing impressions. In order to confirm Cochin's observations, he had ~ ~ r i t t ehis
n omn
report on the difficulties experienced by palace workers, which he ~\itnessed,regarding the paper, the oil,
the black, the wiping of the plates (either mith a cloth
or ~ \ i t hthe palm of the hand), and many others. O n 24
No\.ember he went to the Emperor's country residence
outside Peking (the Yuanming p a n ) and presented his
report to the Xfandarins who had dealt with the
despatch of the dra~\-ings.The latter would not be
dralvn in, ad\-ising him to w ~ i t eto the French and tell
them to address themselves to the customs officer of
Canton. Despite Benoist's concerns that referring the
matter to Canton might delay the despatch of the
plates and the prints for at least a year, as the French
ships Mere due to leave shortly, the Mandarins would
not oblige because they \\ere observing court protoc01.'~O n the follo~iingday, he reported the matter to
the Council representatives residing in Canton, and
adlised them to address themselves to the customs officer from I\ hom they had accepted the commission,
since only he could determine the approach to take.
Benoist doubted that he would agree to 1,000 impressions being printed from each plate, especially if this
M-oulddelay the arrival of the plates.

The second letter from Benoist to Bertin is dated 16
Kovember 1773.~'H e referred to the fact that three
years previously (1770), the Emperor had received the
translation of Cochin's detailed Mhoire, in which
Cochin had specified the difficulties that they would
have in China in printing such fine and perfect engravings as the Etoly plates. So although Benoist could not
hand it over to the Emperor via the Mandarins in
Peking, it must have been sent, a s Pelliot said, from
Canton by the usual route of the provincial authorities.j6H e also stated that the Emperor was so pleased
with the Vutoly prints he had already received, that as
soon as the seven mtoy plates (which their vessels had
brought the previous year) had arrived in Peking he
ordered impressions to be printed from them, and
these were presented to him inJune.'' Benoist admitted
that they could not compare with those printed in
France, but that all the Europeans who saw them
thought that they were better than expected.
A third letter from Benoist, addressed to 'Father du
Gad' and dated by Pelliot as the end of 1773, begins
with events that occurred in 1770." Benoist's account
confirms that Cochin's Mhoire had exposed the difficulties ofprinting impressions in China from the Etqv
plates. It also reveals that Cochin had suggested printing in France a greater number of impressions than the
Emperor had requested, and that subsequently, in
addition to the plates and the impressions, he offered to
send European paper, materials necessary for the composition of the printing ink, and a detailed Mhoire on
how to print the engravings (i.e. a printing manual).
The Emperor had refused these offers, and reiterated
that he wanted 2 0 0 igpressions of each plate, and did
not require either paper o r the ingredients for printing
ink to be sent from Europe. The letter then recounts
that in December 1772 seven plates arrived with the
number of impressions requested by the Emperor, who
then ordered impressions of the seven plates to be
printed there and summoned Benoist for his ad\''ice on
the procedure. Benoist wrote a report on the precautions required, including problems such as the spells of
harsh weather when work would be halted, during
which time the new press could be prepared and

Pelliot, op. d.,
1921,p. 217 and Cordier, op. d.,
1913,p. 12.
j3. H.Cordier, 'Les Currespondants de Bertin', 7'ou.y Pao, xvm,
Lriden 1917:pp. 337-40; Pelliot, op. cit., 1921,pp. 219-22.
54. The journey from Peking to Canton was lengchy: Father
Benoist's letter to 'Father Gad' of 1773states that a 'special post'

p. 222,n. I.
56. Pelliot, iM.,
57. The account is slightly ambiguous in that it canbe interpreted as

j2.

cou!d travel the distance in hr-eke days.

55. Cor-dier,op.d.,
1917,pp. 345-48; Pelliot, op. rit., 1921,pp. 221-22;
Cordier, op. cif., 1913,pp. 16-18.

suggesting that some prints had arrived prior to the shipment of
the seven plates in 1772,but the following letter does not support
this possibility
58. Pelliot published the letter, @. d.,
1921,pp. 22213; he gave the
an insertion in the collected 'Lettres edifiantes',
provenance
m,1781,in Pantheon !&?aim, N,pp. 222-23.
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20. Chinese printing plate, copper, engraved with a scene from the 'Annam Cmnpaign' set of prints, 178pp,592 X g50 mm
(London, British Museum).

materials gathered. The Emperor agreed to his
proposals.
Thus we know that at the end of I770
.. the Emperor
asked for 200 impressions of each plate to be printed in
France, and that in December 1772 seven plates were
received in Peking with the required numbe; of irnpressions. The impressions from the seven plates that the
Emperor asked Benoist to produce in Peking were
printed in the spring of 1773, and proofs were presented to him in June. O n 5 August 1774 news reached
China of a papal brief proclaiming the dissolution of
the Society ofJesus in France.=' Father Benoist died on
the 23 October 1774, before the arrival of the last batch
of plates in Peking. Had the Emperor asked for new
prints to be printed, someone else would have had to be
;esponsible.-n he last plates and impressions, sent from
Paris in December 1774, must have reached China
around mid-1775.
Prior to Benoist's efforts to ~ r o d u c ethese ~rints.
another European, the Italian missionary Matteo
-

59. Beurdeley, op. cif., p. 61.
60. See Fuchs, op. cif., 1950,pp. *87;

for a more recent publication

Ripa, working at the Court of Peking, had produced
engravings in China of the palace complex at Chengde
(niqV m s OfJehol), and of maps of the Empire, in the
early eighteenth c e n ~ However,
P
the Emperor
Qianlong clearly desired to have the best printnlakers
available in the world, regardless of expense, to commemorate his 'East Turkestan' victories in print form.
The commission was very demanding, especially given
the cultural and geog~aphicddivide between the two
nations. However, due mainly to Cochin's tenacity and
experience, under intense pressure from ministers
aware of the political prestige that the commission
represented, the project was a success and a tribute to
French expertise.
Interest in the Conquitts commission extends beyond
its origins, progress and completion. The arrival of the
Conqdtes plates in China had a direct impact there,
since the Emperor Qianlong (and his successor in
one instance) subsequently ordered the production
by Chinese artists of h t h e r sets of engravings to

mentioning Ripa's engravings, see Victoria & Albert Museum,
Encounfers, Lmdon 2005, pp. 301 and 306.
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commemorate other military campaigns. In France,
Helman and Ponce published a reduced version of
the original Conquik prints in 1785, to satisfy public
curiosity.
The British Museum collections (in the Department
of Prints and Drawings and in the Department ofAsia)
are extensive concerning the subject of this article.
They include the original French Conquh prints (figs.
1 ~ 1 6 )impressions
;
printed in China fiom the original
French plates (fig. 17);Helman's reduced versions of the
original prints; numerous impressions fiom the sets
commemorating the later campaigns, printed in China

from copper plates engraved there (figs. 18-19); and a
copper plate engraved in China from one of the sets
commemorating the later campaigns6'(fig. 20).
Finally, the intention to use the ConquZtes designs for
media other than prints (i.e. for tapestries or ceramics)
has already been noted, but in one of his later articles
Pelliot provided a brief account of the reproduction in
lacquer of the later sets of 'battle prints', and wondered
whether the same process might have occurred for the
original Conquik set.62As matters stand at present, it
seems that no echo of them can be found in any of the
decorative a h .

61. The only publications known to me mentioning the BM collections are a note by Lawrence Binyon of an acquisition, B.UQ m,
1g28-1g29, pp. -I;
two illustrationsin 7hcBritirlrAltcrmBook
of Chincsc Art, edited by J. Rawxon, London 1992, figs. 145 and
212; and a mention ofBM prints in H. Walravens, 'The i n d u c tion of copper-engraving into China', 62nd IFLA General
Conference, Conference Proceedings, August 2531 1996 (published on the Internet). The Department of Prints and Drawings
has an almost con~pleteset (fiFteen, including early states and a
proof before lettering) of the original French Conquh prints and
an album ofthe complete set ofHelman's reduced versions ofthe
original Conquh prints). The Department of Asia has a rsider
range of material. Fuchs (and to a lesser extent Beurdeley) provided lists ofsets in collectionsworldwide (the BM material is not

included), but did not discuss their full pm-enance (Fuchs, op. d.,
1%
pp. "1-13, and Beurdeley, op. d.,pp. 8-7).
Pelliot and
Fuchs noted that some sets of the Conquh impressions included
poem composed by the Emperor Q'lanlong on the subject of the
events depicted, and other sets included additional sheets: a preface composed by the Emperor and a final notice written by court
officials. In most instances, these poem were printed as woodengravings on separate sheets, to accompany each copper-plate
engraving, but in his later article in 1932 Pelliot mentioned that
he had seen a set of the prints with Qnnlong's p o e m handwritten in his own calligraphy in the skies of the engravings (pelliot,
op. d ,1921,pp. 2j355; Pelliot, op. d.,1932,p. 126; Fuchs, op d ,
1914 pp. I I ~ I and
~ ; Fuchs, op. d.,1950. p. 79).
62. Pellioh op d.,1928, pp. 132-33.

Shorter d e s

The perishability of paper on
single-sheet woodcuts were printed

survival of relatively few examples, especially in Italy
where their production seems to have been smaller than in
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